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Uncovering a modern-day crime scene was not how marine archaeologist Wynne Baxter expected to use her diving skills. Yet when handsome family friend Simon Lassiter fell under suspicion in the death of his cousin and former fiancée, Wynne vowed to help him learn the truth, even though it meant risking everything in Superior's stormy waters. But a tempest of a different kind was about to fall on the Lassiter family, and Wynne found herself caught up in the maelstrom. Whom could she trust as the clouds of suspicion and danger rolled in over her head?

**Customer Reviews**

I haven't read the book yet, just ordered it and several others by this author. I have read all the cry in the night series, and aloha series and the lonesome series. She is an excellent author, never disappoints. Holds your attention to the very end. I detest books filled with vulgarity and unnecessary sexual content. I you the get the suspense you are looking for without all that but with love and desire/attraction still evident. You can never go wrong with colleen cobe
This a great clean book. The story takes place in the area of Lake Superior. As the two, hero and heroine try to solve a murder they find an archeological site. As they begin the dig on the site, more and more attempts on their lives are taken. It's an intriguing story with a romance thrown into the story. There are several suspects throughout the story with twists continually added into lives. I highly recommend this book, along with all Colleen Cobles books.

Loved this book! Had all the elements I expect to find in a Colleen Coble novel: riveting suspense, heartwarming romance, and a sense of place that sweeps you away. Get this one!

Colleen Coble writes with all the senses in mind, creating a place in time for the reader to settle in. Stormcatcher educates as well as entertains with underwater excavation and archeological finds. I never get the sense that the writer flounders for knowledge or description. Always on point. Liked these characters, the story line, and the extras I picked up along the way. I could see another book with these two characters. Colleen, can we follow them to Australia?

I like reading Colleen Coble’s books. I couldn’t wait to read the story to the end. I was disappointed that this story stopped like that, but I still look forward to reading the next book in this series.

This was a beautiful love story with some intrigue thrown in. It was a good story all around. Greed is never a good motive for anything, and this story proved it. God will always bring you out on top if you seek Him and be truthful.

This story moved at a good pace and kept you guessing "who dunnit". Enjoyable plot and locale. You don’t find a lot of stories based in that region. It has a rich heritage and it was nice to see it peek out of the story a bit.

I liked the story and that it was a light read. I love the exploring and diving and discovery. I gave it 4⭐️ because it elicited different emotions along the way even though it was a little predictable at times.
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